
The Grange 

Finance Committee Meeting 22nd February 2018 

 

MINUTES 
 

Present: Denis Coulon  Chair 

  Linda Ferguson  Trustee  

  Anna Coss   Trustee  

Karen Stevens   Treasurer 

Phil Edmunds   Acting CEO 

Andrew Marriott Finance Manager 

John Pagella   Chairman  

 

Apologies: George Kalorkoti Trustee  

Sacha Craise  

   

Pg. Action 

No. 

Action Responsible 

2 1 AM to research interest rates and make a 
recommendation to the committee. 

AM 

4 2 Updated reserves allocation for the next Board 

Meeting Papers 13th March 2018  

AM  

 

1. Welcome and apologies. 
DC welcomed everyone to the meeting. 
Apologies received from George Kalorkoti  

 

2. Declaration of interest  

 None  

 

3.    Minutes of the meeting on 9th November 2017 

a) Accuracy 

The Committee approved the minutes. 

b) Matters arising 

 All matters arising will be covered in AM’s report. 

 

 

4. Questions on Finance Managers Report  

AM started with covering the action points of the last meeting 

Action Point 1  

Closed  

Action Point 2 
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AM had looked to adjust the budget to reflect a 4 weekly income. AM has concluded it’s 

too complicated due to there being several 4 weekly schedules which are received at 

different times. KS has agreed that the current process of a monthly basis can proceed.  

Action Point 3  

Residential Care is currently being worked on by Sheila in terms of saving staffing costs 

and from November 2017 to January 2018 they are meeting their original budget. 

Whether that is sustainable for the future is still in question.  Salary costs currently 

amount to 89% of residential fee income so the staffing level is critical to the running 

costs of this service. KS informed the committee that the basis for working out the basic 

cost of care had been agreed at a meeting with Sheila and Andrew and the budget has 

been amended to reflect that. 

Action Point 4  

AM confirmed he has added the total income and total expenditure to the bottom of the 

income and expenditure account. 

 

a. Management Accounts  

 

DC asked about the residential care figure forecast after adjustment being £96k, AM 

confirmed that there is a £5k variance but is expecting a saving. 

AM ran through the figures making comments: Skill sessions are increasing; however 

they have only been added since October so it will not show the full value until the end 

of the year. AM notified the committee that he has allowed for some extra expenditure 

on the forecast for recruitment as the Peridot spend took the entire previous budget. 

KS also pointed out that maintenance and facilities still have some budget to spend and 

as previous trends this is spent in the last month so may have an effect on the forecast 

surplus. DC noted that these numbers are more positive than seen in the last 

committee. KS advised that she had discussed this with AM. These variances were 

discussed.  

Non-operating income includes the sale of Bardolin and the first lot of “Heritage” 

money of £90k in total.  

AM pointed out that there is £1.2m in cash which will be further boosted by the last 

Bardolin Cottage sale. KS highlighted there is a large amount of cash sitting in an 

account not earning any money and there is a question now of what The Grange should 

be doing with it. DC agreed that short term deposits would make sense. AM concurred 

but questioned whether we would want to deposit any money longer term. DC agreed 

that this area would need to be reviewed again. 1*. AM was left to look into deposit 

options and put forward a recommendation to the committee.  

 

 

b. Capital Expenditure Report 

 

AM ran through the Capital Expenditure figures. The main spend is on the Chestnuts 

conversion as there were some unforeseen costs that used up the entire contingency. 

The other large expenditure is on the Garden Cottage Roof. The Magnolia Roof has 
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been deferred to next year. KS noted that the extra £10k for the conversion of Walnuts 

has already been put in, AM confirmed that he put it in as a provision.  

 

c) KPIs 

 The KPI’s are all positive. No other comments on KPI’s 

 

5. Recommendations from other committees  

DC started with the recommendations from the Remuneration committee: 

 
o A minimum inflationary uplift of 1% to be made to all salaries in the new financial 

year, which could be revised upward upon a favorable decision on fee uplift by SCC. 

 

o An increase of the sleep in rate to £38.00 

 

o An increase to On Call Rates from £65 to £70 per week. 

 

o A budget of £5k to be included to cover extra responsibilities identified in job 

description reviews and, where required, to help achieve market rate salaries when 

senior or specialist posts are vacated. 

 

o A provision of £4000 towards a company benefits scheme in the form of a health 

plan. This will be investigated by HR. it was felt it was a good idea to put in some 

provision for this.  

 

The Committee is happy to present these to the board.  

 

 

6. Budget for 2018-2019 

AM informed the committee that Surrey have been doing a cost of care exercise and 

we are still waiting to hear the outcome of that. It was said that they would publish 

their findings by the end of February but there is a huge amount of uncertainty as to 

how that will affect us until that is published. AM commented that SCC will push for 

a one size fits all rate, The Grange needs to be aware of this and see if that would 

work. AM made the committee aware that SCC in the past did recognize that Epsom, 

offsite Bookham and onsite are three different services and are priced accordingly. 

LF asked given such uncertainty how AM had arrived at the income figures in the 

budget. KS responded that a 1% increase across the services had been used as an 

estimate. The Granges residential care fees are too low and Supported Living should 

be reviewed also. It was noted that Residential Care is making a loss after inclusion 

of overhead costs and is not viable at current rates. DC asked how AM came to the 

allocation of central overheads. AM confirmed it was mixed basis. On Income DC 

asked how much The Grange receives through private rents, AM confirmed a figure 

of roughly £30k per year. The void provision across all services is £65k. LF asked how 

AM arrived at these figures. AM confirmed that he has estimated fewer voids for 
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next year based on last year’s moves. KS asked if there was any income for Walnuts, 

AM is anticipating 6 months income. LF agreed this should be correct as the H&F 

committee has just approved the work to start sooner on Walnuts to generate 

income earlier. DC asked about extra skill days. AM has scaled it back compared to 

previous years. DC asked what the waiting list status is currently, PE disclosed to the 

committee the only hold up with anyone wanting to come on skills and activities is 

approval of funding.  

KS moved on to overheads, Staff costs are the biggest cost representing 74% of 

income in this budget. These figures are all based on numbers required and include 

the auto enrolment pension increase. The calculations are based on being at full 

staffing levels.  

DC asked about the “Better Homes” allowance. KS informed the committee it is to 

update/refurb the onsite kitchens and bathrooms, she added to this she was still 

undecided if this should be capital along with the roofing repairs.   

The budget results in a small surplus. KS brought up the possibility of updating the 

accounting software and whether we need to put in a provision for the costs of 

having that updated. AM commented that there is a line on the capital budget that 

will possibly deal with that.  DC commented that in terms of the income and 

expenditure the budget is realistic with an operating surplus of £28k and an overall 

surplus of £41k and was happy with that. KS agreed, LF also agreed but felt it raised a 

lot of questions in terms of The Granges future strategy. 

LF commented that as an annual budget it’s good that it is realistic and it’s much 

clearer than previous years.   

On the Capital Budget AM questioned whether the committee was happy with £10k 

figure for an accessible kitchen required for Walnuts. DC asked for an update on the 

situation with Walnuts, KS proceeded to update the committee on the status of the 

Walnuts project. It has been decided that the Walnuts will have one general 

admission flat and one specifically adapted flat which is wheelchair accessible, which 

is what the extra £10k will be for. 

Parking, AM added an extra £5k for parking contingency because of the wait on the 

planning permission and there is also an extra £5k for the pathways also. JP noted 

that we are not waiting on planning permission for the pathways so should The 

Grange choose to go ahead with that work, they can.  

AM highlighted that there has been £30k set aside for a new swimming pool and 

Magnolia roof which is due for next year, but may defer to next year depending on 

timing. AM has also added a £20k figure for a new IT system for Supported Living 

and Residential Care to be purchased but this may be an annual fee. 

DC added he would like to see an updated reserves allocation done for the Board 

meeting papers.*2 DC asked the committee if they would like to point out some 

items being less urgent than others. DC suggested that we look at reviewing the 

swimming pool, this will be added to the next agenda. The Budget was approved by 

the committee.  
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7.  Recommendations and other Matters for the Board 

The Budget will be presented to the board by KS as DC is unable to attend.  

8. AOB  

None  

Next Meeting: 11.30am 29th May 2018  
 


